ABSTRACT As a typical scheduling problem, the vehicle scheduling problem (VSP) plays a significant role in public transportation systems. VSP is difficult to solve, since it is classified as a high-dimensional combination optimization problem, which is well known as an NP-hard problem. Although the existing studies on VSP usually assume that all factors in the problem are deterministic and known in advance, various uncertain factors are always present in practical applications, in particular uncertain processing time. In this paper, we consider the problem of VSP with an uncertain processing time. In order to solve this problem, a hybrid cooperative co-evolution algorithm (hccEA) is proposed. First, we design two-phase encoding and decoding mechanisms with the aim to search a larger solution space and filter infeasible solutions for the genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO). Second, to overcome performance degradation due to high-dimensional variables, a modified PSO is embedded into the cooperative co-evolution framework, which is called ccPSO. Third, a self-adaptive mechanism for parameters of PSO is proposed to balance the uncertain factors. Then, the GA and the ccPSO work alternately in an iterative way. Finally, numerical experiments under an uncertain environment verify the superiority of the proposed hccEA based on comparisons with state-of-the-art algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) and vehicles have recently attracted a great deal of attentions. The abundance of sensors and communication technologies has made a new possible design space for vehicular-based applications. As one of the leading scheduling problems, vehicle scheduling plays a significant role in public transportation systems [1] , such as flight departure and arrival, interval times of two adjacent subways and school bus route planning. Given a set of vehicles and a set of tasks that consists of several operations, all operations must be processed on vehicles. An illustration of the vehicle scheduling problem (VSP) is shown in Fig. 1 . The objective of VSP is to achieve minimal cost while taking the balance of workload and interval times into consideration.
A. RELATED WORK
VSP which was first proposed by Webber [2] . It has attracted the attention of researchers in the fields of operation research, applied mathematics, combinatorial mathematics and computer science [3] . Researchers have made great progress in theoretical research and experimental analysis. Actually, VSP can be divided into two categories: VSP under a singlevehicle environment and a multiple-vehicle environment.
For VSP under a single-vehicle environment (sVSP), several approaches can be found in the recent literature. Tarantilis et al. [4] introduced a hybrid meta-heuristic methodology that combines the strategies of tabu search (TS) and guided local search (GLS) for a new practical problem version in a transportation logistics company. Freling et al. [5] proposed an integrated approach that com- bined two pieces to a line and implemented the round-tripcondition in the generation of problems for individual bus lines of the RET. Laurent and Hao [6] and Mesquita Paias [7] proposed a hybrid approach for simultaneous scheduling of drivers and vehicles, where the algorithm starts with a preprocessing phase and then uses a column generation scheme in the second period. The approaches mentioned above are applied for VSP in practical applications in ITS. However, VSP under a single-vehicle environment cannot satisfy the needs of users as the demands of real-world applications increase.
VSP under a multiple-vehicle environment (mVSP) has attracted much more attention. Haghani and Banihashemi [8] presented a new approach for a multiple depot vehicle scheduling problem and multiple depot vehicle scheduling problem with route time constraints. Laurent and Hao [9] introduced an iterated local search algorithm for the multiple depot vehicle scheduling problem (MDVSP). Pepin et al. [10] proposed a large neighborhood search heuristic algorithm combined with a tabu search approach for multiple vehicle scheduling problems. Teng et al. [11] proposed a novel approach for a vehicle scheduling model with multiple lines sharing vehicle resources.
In general, several areas may always exist uncertain factors such as processing time and due time in practical applications. Thus, uncertain VSP (uVSP) is an essential and urgent problem to solve. Recently, Huisman et al. [12] presented a solution-based approach for the dynamic vehicle scheduling problem. Hadiar and Soumis [13] considered a comprehensive branch-and-price approach for multiple depot vehicle scheduling problems with time windows. Wei et al. [14] presented an improved particle swarm optimization by using an organic fusion with group search optimization for VSP with fuzzy travel times. Shen et al. [15] proposed a novel probabilistic approach for uVSP.
As a typical scheduling problem, VSP consists of two dependent sub-problems: task sequence and vehicle assignment [16] which can viewed as an NP-hard problem that is unable to find the optimal solution in polynomial time [17] . Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been widely applied for scheduling in recent years. For the scheduling problem under the determinate environment [18] . Zuo et al. [19] presented a methodology to create a set of Pareto solutions for VSP.
B. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTION
As mentioned above, many approaches have been proposed to solve VSP. However, the encoding and decoding mechanisms of EAs cannot be adapted for uVSP directly. Moreover, the increase of variables dimension leads to performance degradation of existing approaches. Therefore, we propose a hybrid cooperative co-evolution algorithm (hccEA) adapted GA and PSO as the basic algorithms to solve uVSP.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) Two-phase encoding and decoding mechanisms are proposed for GA and PSO. Two phases represent operation sequence and machine assignment, respectively. Multistage representation and random key-based mechanisms are adopted for GA operations and PSO operations, respectively.
2) To overcome high-dimensional issues, a modified PSO is embedded in the cooperative co-evolution framework, which is called ccPSO [20] . Each particle in the population of PSO is divided into several sub-particles through the random grouping technique. Each sub-particle only contains part of the dimensions of a corresponding particle. By the cooperative co-evolution framework, the proposed algorithm deals with a subproblem of lower dimensionality.
3) For balancing uncertain factors, a self-adaptive mechanism for the parameters of PSO is proposed. The parameters are adapted according to the performance of the proposed approach during the process of optimization. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the formulation and model of uVSP. Our proposed algorithm is introduced in Section III. Section IV presents the numerical experiments, and Section V presents the final conclusion.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In order to model uVSP, the probability distribution of the processing time is assumed to be known a priori. The realized outcome of a random processing time of an operation is only known at completion of processing. In this paper, we formulate a mixed integer programming model to transmute the processing times in terms of the stochastic variable. The uVSP can be formulated as an extended version of a precedence-constrained scheduling problem. Each operation O ik is carried out under uncertain random disturbance with a pre-given expected value E[p ikj ], where p ikj is the processing time of O ik of the task T i on the vehicle V j . The distribution of the variance can be predicted from the experimental data, VOLUME 6, 2018 e.g., Gaussian distribution, uniform distribution and exponential distribution. Therefore, the uncertainty can be constructed through the concept scenario ξ , which corresponds to an assignment of reasonable processing time, i.e., ξ p ikj .
The stochastic expected value model of uVSP may be formulated as follows: The makespan is the maximum completion time of vehicles, and the objectives are the expected value of makespan C max considering with the expected total workload W and the expected total interval time In.
Indices: The uVSP can be formulated as follows:
where
where Eq. (1), Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) are the objective functions.
Eq.(4) shows each task is only processed once. Eq. (5) ensures the task precedence constraint, i.e., the successive operation has to be started after the completion of its precedent operation of the same task. Eq. (6) ensures each vehicle only process one operation at the same time and the process cannot be interrupted. Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) represent the nonnegative restrictions. 
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The hybrid cooperative co-evolution evolutionary algorithm (hccEA) aims to find a best solution for uVSP, and it focuses on the complex constraints and characteristics of VSP. The hccEA chooses both GA and PSO as its basic algorithms with the alternate strategy, and two-phase encoding and decoding mechanisms are proposed for uVSP. After the initialization stage, hccEA executes the GA process first. When the GA termination criteria is satisfied, hccEA goes into the ccPSO process. We refer to the two processes mentioned above as alternate process. If ccPSO termination criteria is also satisfied, hccEA goes to the next generation and repeats the alternate process until the final termination criteria are satisfied. A flowchart for hccEA is shown in Fig. 2 . All details regarding hccEA are introduced separately as follow.
A. REPRESENTATION
Encoding a schedule into an individual is a critical issue and an essential part of EAs; they should be considered because of the complex constraints of VSP. The performance of EAs can be improved with the help of an efficient encoding mechanism. In this paper, we propose two encoding mechanisms for GA and PSO, respectively.
1) GA ENCODING
a multi-stage representation are adopted for task sequence and vehicle assignment, respectively. An example is shown in Fig. 3 . For a task sequence string in one individual, the total length is equal to all operations of all tasks ( n i ). It consists of the integers belonging to [1, n] , and n stands for the number of total tasks. The total number of each integer is equal to the number of operations of this task. In other words, each task number i, (i = 1, . . . , n) appears n i times (n i is the total operations of task i). By scanning the task sequence string from left to right, the kth appearance of task number i indicates the kth operation of task i. Obviously, any permutation of task sequence string can be decoded to a feasible solution. This feature can filter out a large number of infeasible solutions and improve the effectiveness of the algorithm. For example, by scanning from left to right for the task sequence string in Fig. 3 , we get the task sequence:
For a vehicle assignment string in one individual, the total length is also equal to ( n i ) as well. It can be viewed as n parts, and each part consists of n i integers among [0, |V ij |], where V ij stands for the set of available vehicles for O ij and | · | stands for the size of the set. Each integer indicates the selected vehicle for the corresponding operation. If we assume V ij = {v 1 , v 3 , v 4 , v 5 } and the integer for O ij is 2, the second vehicle is assigned to the available vehicle set V ij , i.e., v 3 . It should be noted that if the integer is larger than |V ij |, the integer needs to do modular arithmetic by |V ij |. A simple example of VSP is shown in Table 1 . According to the vehicle assignment string in Fig. 3 , the vehicle assignment can be arranged as
, (v 2 , 1)}. Each individual consists of both the task sequence string and vehicle assignment string; i.e., a solution is formed by decoding both the task sequence string and vehicle assignment string.
2) PSO ENCODING
hccEA adopts random key-based representation. An example is shown in Fig. 4 . hccEA randomly establishes the initial individuals by real number according to the given lower and upper bounds. It should be noted that during the evolution process, it is necessary to check the validity of variables in individuals.
In order to filter out infeasible solutions, PSO decodes individuals by a network-based decoding mechanism for task sequence as shown in Fig. 5 . The decoding process of the individual shown in Fig. 4 starts from node S and puts the nodes directly linked to S into available node set aval = {O 11 , O 21 , O 31 }. The node with the maximum value in {O 11 , O 21 , O 31 } (1.7 < 2.6 < 3.0), i.e., O 31 , is put into ordered node set seq = {O 31 } and is deleted from aval. Then, the node linked to O 31 is put into aval = {O 11 , O 21 , O 32 }. Repeat the above ordering process until aval is null and the size of Seq equals the total operations of all tasks. The final sequence is:
For vehicle assignment, PSO first rounds the real number to an integer number and uses the same decoding mechanism as GA. The vehicle assignment can be arranged as
The decoding procedure of both GA and PSO are described in Algorithm 1. It should be noted that there are two stages in hccEA and GA optimization begins after population initialization; thus, a special decoding process is required. The aim of this special decoding process is to decode the real number-based individual to an integer-based individual for GA operations. Similarly, it is also necessary to decode the integer-based individual to real number-based individual for the ccPSO operations.
B. GA OPERATIONS
In this subsection, the GA operations are described in detail.
1) CROSSOVER AND MUTATION
In this paper, we adopt two kinds of crossover operators for the task sequence string and one-cut crossover VOLUME 6, 2018 operator for vehicle assignment. The first crossover operation is precedence operation crossover (POX), and the second one is job-based crossover (JBX); both crossover operations can obtain feasible solutions after performing the crossover, and combining them can balance the local search and global search. Two parent individuals are denoted as P 1 and P 2 , and two children individuals are denoted as C 1 and C 2 . The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2. The second crossover operator JOX is similar to POX, and the pseudocode is given in Algorithm 3. An example of POX and JOX is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . hccEA adopts two mutation operators. The first is swapping mutation for a task schedule string, and the second is one-bit mutation for a vehicle assignment string. The detailed process is described in Algorithm 4.
2) SELECTION
Selecting individuals according to ranking fitness is widely used in GA. In hccEA, two selection operators are used. One is ranking selection, and the other is tournament selection. Each individual evaluates the fitness value according to the fitness function and then, to normalize fitness values, makes the sum of all fitness values equal 1. Assuming the population size is popSize, the probability of ranking is p r ; hcEA first selects the top p r × popSize individuals into the next generation. Then, tournament selection begins to work. In tournament selection, two individuals are chosen randomly, and the one with better fitness is selected into the next generation. Repeat the above process until the size of the next generation reaches popSize. This scheme performs a trade-off between the exploration and exploitation of the population. In practical applications, the scale of the problem always increases, thus, to improve the ability of the proposed algorithm for overcoming the increase in scale of the problem becomes challenging. The divide and conquer (D&C) is usually considered as an effective strategy for large scale problems. The core idea of D&C is that to decompose one problem into two or more sub-problems of the same or related type until sub-problems become simple enough to be solved directly. However, VSP, a high-dimension constraints optimization problem, could not be divided into several simple sub-problems directly. Fortunately, Li and Yao et al. proposed a cooperative co-evolution framework for combinational optimization problems and gave the mathematical proof of rationality. We import the CC framework into PSO with a self-adaptive mechanism as the second part of the proposed hccEA. The pseudocode is given in Algorithm 5. where gen and isAdjust in Algorithm 5. gen is the total generation size of ccPSO, and isAdjust is used to decide whether the parameters within the update process of PSO need to be adjusted.
1) GROUPING AND DYNAMIC RE-GROUPING
As shown in Fig. 8 , there exist popSize individuals in the ccPSO population, and each individual consists of n variables. In our proposed algorithm, n is double the total operations of all tasks. At the initialization phase, ccPSO randomly groups all n variables into k sub-individuals; i.e., there exist s = n/k variables in each sub-individual. popSize sub-individuals with the same grouping status form subpopulations, i.e., sub_p in Algorithm 5 (line:1). It should be noted that if n is not able to be divided by k, the remain variables are put in the last sub-individual. Obviously, k is a key value for ccPSO because it has a significant impact on performance. Thus, it is necessary to vary k during the optimization process. Yang et al. [22] gave a detailed study and proposed a scheme to probabilistically choose a group size from a set of potential group sizes. It selects a new group size according to the probability based on the performance of each individual. Since it may cost much time, ccPSO adopts a simpler version. The group size set is given in advance, and the group size set is K = {2, 5, 10, 50, 100}. if (isAdjust) then 5: adjust the grouping status, s = n/k ; 6: end if 7: for each group j do 8: for each individual sub_ind(t) in group j do 9: if b(j,sub_ind(t),p best (t)) then 10: replace (j,p best ,sub_ind(t)); 11: end if 12: end for 13: if b(j,p best (t),g best (t)) then 14: replace (j,g best ,p best (t)); 15: end if 16: for each individual do 17: updateLBest (l best (t)); 18: end for 19: end for 20: for each sub_p(t) do 21: for each individual do 22: updatePSO (position,velocity); 23: end for 24: end for 25: Adjust parameters of PSO; 26: g(t) ← g(t + 1); 27: end while 28: return g best (t)
In the process of optimization, if there is no improvement in performance using current group size k, we think k is tired. Then, ccPSO randomly selects a new group size k in K and re-groups all variables randomly in the population according to k (line:3-6). When random grouping is applied, the indices of all variables are recorded and randomly permutated. These permutated indices are then used to construct k sub-individuals. This is achieved by simply taking out every s = n/k variables from the left to right to form a new subindividual. component replaced by p best (line: [13] [14] [15] . After evaluating all individuals, ccPSO begins to update the local best individual (l best in Algorithm 5), which is defined as the individual with the best performance among the individuals before it (the (i − 1)th), the individual after it (the (i + 1)th) is considered an individual itself (the ith) (line:16-18).
3) SELF-ADAPTIVE MECHANISM
The update strategy of classical PSO is shown as follows: (9) where ω is the inertia weight, and it determines the impact on the velocity in the next generation of the global and local optimal solutions. c 1 and c 2 are constants, and we set c 1 = c 2 = 1.49 in this paper. rand 1 and rand 2 are random numbers generated among [0, 1]. v i (k) represents the velocity of individuals, and x i (k) represents the position of individuals in the kth generation. p best (k) and g best (k) represent the personal best and global best in the kth generation. In order to search a larger solution space, ccPSO makes an improvement to Eq. (9) , and the new update strategy is shown as follows: (10) where l best (k) represents the neighborhood best in the kth generation. For the balance between personal search ability and local search ability, ccPSO combines two update strategies (line: [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The update strategy is rewritten as follows:
When rand(0, 1) ≥ p, the velocity is updated by Eq. (9); otherwise, it is updated by Eq. (10). Since the parameters have an important impact on the performance of EAs, we assume that adjusting parameters dynamically can overcome the influence of the uncertain factors to a certain extent (line:25). First, we consider rand 1 and rand 2 in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) because they determine the influence of the local best and global best. They are confirmed to the normal distribution with average value CR m and standard deviation 0.1., i.e.,
CR m is first set as 0.5. These CR values for all individuals remain the same for 5 generations, and then a new set of CR values is generated using the same equation. During every generation, the CR values of offspring successfully entering the next generation are recorded in an array CR rec . After 25 generations, CR m is updated:
The inertia weight ω is adapted by Eq. (15); we first set the selection probability f p as 0.5; if the random value is smaller than f p , ω is confirmed to the normal distribution with average value 0.5 and standard deviation 0.3, and otherwise, ω is confirmed to the Cauchy distribution with parameter 1. The inertia weight ω is adapted every 15 generations.
where f p stands for selection probability. After evaluation of all offspring, the number of offspring successfully entering the next generation when generated by Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) are recorded as ns 1 and ns 2 , respectively, and the numbers of offspring discarded when generated by Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) are recorded as nf 1 and nf 2 , respectively. These two pairs of numbers are accumulated within a specified 50 generations, which is called the learning period. Then, the f p is updated as:
f p = ns 1 (ns 2 + nf 2 ) ns 2 (ns 1 + nf 1 ) + ns 1 (ns 2 + nf 2 )
.
D. EVALUATION CRITERIA
The evaluation criteria of each individual reflects the performance of individuals based upon its achievement of objectives. In this paper, we choose the weighted value as the evaluation criteria, which considers total workload of vehicle W , total interval time In and the makespan C max . The evaluation criteria equation in this paper is written as follows:
where q is the number of sub-objective functions, n(f i ) is a normalized function and α i is a weighting coefficient. In this paper, there are 3 sub objective functions, i.e., q = 3. The values are 0.8, 0.15 and 0.05, respectively [21] . The objectives are listed as follows:
1). The completion time of the last task abandoning the system is called the makespan C max . The objective function is widely used in the performance indices of the vehicle scheduling research fields:
2). The total expected vehicle load is:
3). The total expected interval time of each vehicle is:
IV. NUMBERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of hccEA for uVSP under an uncertain environment, hccEA is performed on the benchmark under a determined environment with uniform distribution and Gaussian distribution, respectively. We compare hccEA with classic GA [23] , binary GA (bGA) [23] , PSO [24] , differential evolution (DE) [25] and self-adaptive neighborhood search DE (SaNSDE) [26] and the co-evolution PSO (ccPSO) [20] on uVSP. All algorithms are implemented in Java, and the target machine is a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @3.60GHZ and 12GB RAM. Detailed descriptions of numerical experiments are presented in the following sections.
A. BENCHMARK DESCRIPTION
For uVSP, we consider 6 instances under a determinate environment as the basic benchmark, denoted from VSP1 to VSP6. The number of tasks ranges from 10 to 20, the number of vehicles ranges from 4 to 15, the number of operations for each task ranges from 5 to 15, and the number of operations for all tasks ranges from 55 to 240 [27] . In order to ensure the reliability of the experiments and avoid the shock of results, all experiments are repeated 30 times, and the mean value is used as the final experimental results. It is observed that a vehicle scheduling with more than six vehicles is regarded as a large-scale uVSP [28] since the computational complexity is high enough. In this paper, a uVSP consisting of fifteen vehicles (m = 15) is simulated to evaluate the performance of the methods.
B. PARAMETERS SETTINGS
The detailed settings of all algorithms and experiments are described in the following parts.
1) PSO CONFIGURATION
Two kind of PSOs are tested in this section. They are classical PSO and ccPSO. The values of the parameters, i.e., c 1 , c 2 , and w are selected based on suggestions in the literature [24] and given in Table. 2.
• PSO: The classical version PSO with two-phase encoding and decoding mechanisms.
• ccPSO: The classical PSO with two-phase encoding and decoding mechanisms embedded into the co-evolution framework.
2) GA CONFIGURATION Two GAs with different encoding and decoding mechanisms are tested in this section to verify the effectiveness of the proposed encoding and decoding mechanisms. • GA: The classical GA with two-phase encoding and decoding mechanisms. The first phase uses job-based encoding and decoding mechanisms, and the second phase uses integer-based encoding and decoding mechanisms.
• bGA: The classical GA with binary-based encoding and decoding mechanisms. The initial parameters of two GAs are given in Table. 2.
3) DE CONFIGURATION
Except for GA and PSO, DE performs well in solving continuous optimization problems as well. Two kinds of DEs are tested in the experiments.
• DE: The classical differential evolution algorithm.
• SaNSDE: A differential evolution algorithm with parameters self-adaptive mechanism.
4) COMMON PARAMETERS
The common parameters, i.e., population size and generations, for all algorithms (proposed algorithm and compared algorithms) are given in Table. 3.
C. EXPERIMENT I
In this section, we perform experiments focusing on the benchmark with uniform distribution. For each instance VSP i , 30 scenarios are generated in which the processing time of operation on the vehicle is in line with the uniform distribution and referred to as VSPi U 1 -VSPi U 30 . We execute hccEA and all compared algorithms on VSPi U 1 -VSPi U 30 and record Table 4 . The Gantt chart of the best solution of uVSP6 with uniform distribution is shown in Fig.9 . We can get conclusion that although hccEA and ccPSO have the same performance on uVSP2, our proposed hccEA almost performs well on other 5 instances with uniform distribution.
D. EXPERIMENT II
Gaussian distribution is considered in this section. 30 scenarios are generated for each instances VSP i . The processing time of operation on vehicle in all scenarios is in line with Gaussian distribution and referred to as VSPi G1 -VSPi G30 .
We execute hccEA and all compared algorithms on VSPi G1 -VSPi G30 and record the makespan, total workload and total interval time of all vehicles for 30 scenarios. The evaluation values calculated by Eq. (17) are shown in Table 5 . The Gantt chart of the best solution of uVSP6 with Gaussian distribution is shown in Fig.5 . Among 6 instance with Gaussian distribution, our proposed hccEA has better performance especially on for uVSP6.
E. EXPERIMENT III
Exponential distribution is considered in this section. For each instance VSP i , 50 samples are generated in which each processing time of operation on vehicle is in line with the exponential distribution and referred to as VSPi G1 -VSPi G50 . We execute hccEA and all compared algorithms on VSPi E1 -VSPi E50 . Then, we record all 50 evaluation values and calculate the mean value as the final objective value of VSP i . The results are shown in Table 6 . The Gantt chart of the best solution of uVSP6 is shown in Fig.11 . The results shown that, besides uVSP2 and uVSP4, our proposed hccEA performs better than other state-of-the-art algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed hccEA which combines GA and ccPSO with the parameter self-adaptive mechanism to solve uVSP effectively and increases the robustness of optimal solutions under uncertainty. We first designed a two-phase encoding mechanism with the complex constraints of VSP in mind. Secondly, we considered to overcall the increase of problem scale by CC framework and finally, we balanced the uncertain factors using self-adaptive mechanism in the process of optimization. The proposed algorithm is experimented on the benchmark under uncertain environment with three kinds of probability distributions. For the total 30 instances, hccEA obtained 30 optimal solutions than compared algorithms. The results proves the effectiveness and efficiency of hccEA. Some work remains to be done to improve the performance of the algorithm, and future research will apply the algorithm on multiple objectives uVSP.
